Bespoke
English
Curriculum
Writing at our school has a strong emphasis on applying knowledge from the real world and the
book that we are studying. The children are also exposed to a range of songs, video clips and
films to inspire their writing. Additional stand-alone units will be planned throughout the year in
response to news within their locality and worldwide.
We take great pride in exposing the children to a range of authors, characters and settings to
build empathy and allow them to take inspiration for their own writing. Where possible, writing
tasks are inspired by class novel.

Year 6 Bespoke Pathway
7
Embedded
relative
clauses
Expanded noun phrases
Identifying different word
classes including: adverbs,
adjectives, determiners and
prepositions.
Subordinating
and coordinating
conjunctions.

SPaG and Subject Specific Terminology
Past simple,
past
progressive,
past perfect
and present
perfect
tenses.

Statements,
commands,
questions and
exclamations.

Differentiatin
g between
adverbials,
phrases and
clauses. .

Gender
Stereotyping

Martin Luther
King

Alma

Subjunctive
voice

Modal Verbs
and passive
voice
sentences.

High School Progression Projects
Write speech & perform
to an audience

Archaic Texts

Leavers’
Speech

Established voice task- Writing
to discuss.
Andre Leon Talley
Emmeline Pankhurst

Portfolio Pieces

Letter
Appropriate
use of
cohesive
devices
Use of
subjunctive
form where
needed

Use of 2nd person,
personal pronouns,
planned repetition,
Manifesto writing taking
facts & statistics and
inspiration from previous
comprehension units where hyperbole

Write a newspaper report on
the current refugee crisis in
Europe.

refugees and globalization
were discussed.

A World of Travel
Comprehension

If I were Prime
Minister

Leopard
Geckos

European
Refugees Text

Writing to inform
Paragraphs used to group
related ideas,
heading/subheadings, use of
technical vocabulary

Killer Quake
comprehension

Read child-friendly
manifestos and Usborne’s
Politics for Beginners.

Description of the unusual
events including speech.

Character description
Diary entry
Using evidence from the
text

That Girl’s Like Spaghetti &
Twenty-Odd Ducks by Lynne
Truss

Pere la Chaise

A Series of
Unfortunate
Events

Francis
Song comprehension supports
the teaching of new
vocabulary, inference skills,
skimming and scanning,
explaining answers, retrieving
and sequencing. It is taught in
addition to whole class guided
reading where books and
extracts are used.

I Dream of a Time- John
Foster inspired poetry

Setting and character
description
Character analysis

The Breadwinner by
Deborah Ellis

Anne Frank
Writing to
inform

Nelson Comprehension
taught weekly supports
the teaching of new
vocabulary, inference
skills, skimming and
scanning, explaining
answers, retrieving and
sequencing.

Poetry involving
manipulating homophones

Heart Comprehension
Read The Breadwinner

Write a narrative- predict
what you think will
happen next

An Indian in the Cupboard by
Lynne Reid Banks

A Trail of Tears by
Cornelia Connelson

Howard Carter’s
Diary

How embedded relative clauses,
different positioning of apostrophes
and positioning of commas can
change the meaning of a text.

Circulatory
System

Diary entries
Big Issue Magazines
Character analysis

Read Rose Blanche
Identify figurative
language including similes,
metaphors,
personification, idioms,
alliteration and hyperbole.

Rose Blanche
By Roberto Innocenti

Remembrance Day
What is the significance
of Armistice Day
today?

Recount of the story implementing a
range of figurative language.
Write a letter in the role of
Soft Rain
Write a
predictive
diary extract

Eats, Shoots, Leaves
by Lynne Truss
Read the text.
Identify how punctuation
can be used to avoid
ambiguity within the
picture book, ‘Eats, shoots
& Leaves’ by Lynne Truss.

Story

Song
Comprehension

Use a range of tenses
to indicate changes in
timing, sequence, etc.

Children explore words
that are similar/ the same
in English and French and
apply these words to this
piece of writing.

Balanced argument
3 mark
Comprehension
tasks

Write a
non-fiction
report
about
Native
American
Indians

Apostrophes
for omission
and
contractions

Punctuation
to avoid
ambiguity.

Homophones,
homonyms and
homographs.

Launch of a collaborative project with the local high schools
where the children become more familiar with archaic
texts. We study an adapted version of Macbeth and explore
the work or Mary and Percy Shelly.

Parenthesis

Using pathetic fallacy and
prolepsis to build tension.

Figurative
Language

Colons and
semi colons.

Read the picture book:
Charles Darwin’s Round
Read a set of diary extracts the World Adventure
that have been written by
a lady who has visited the
Galapagos

Apply
knowledge of
relative
clauses.

Charles Darwin and
Evolution
Write a balanced report
about the theory of
evolution and discuss how
it is a controversial topic.

Identify active and
passive voice sentences
linked to tortoises

Inform by using
factual language
and imperative
and modal verbs.

Esio Trot by Roald
Dahl
Review the text
using taught
“Book Talk”
sentence
starters.

Make
comparisons
between the
film and book.

Plan and write a non-fiction report to
explain how to care for our school
tortoises.
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Year 5/6 Mixed Set Bespoke Pathway
Embedded
relative
clauses
Expanded noun phrases

SPaG and Subject Specific Terminology

Identifying different word
classes including: adverbs,
adjectives, determiners and
prepositions.

Past simple,
past
progressive,
past perfect
and present
perfect
tenses.

Subordinating
and coordinating
conjunctions.

Statements,
commands,
questions and
exclamations.

Parenthesis

Volcanoes Comprehension

Differentiatin
g between
adverbials,
phrases and
clauses. .

Figurative
Language

Apostrophes
for omission
and
contractions

Punctuation
to avoid
ambiguity.

Homophones,
homonyms and
homographs.

Modal Verbs
and passive
voice
sentences.

Character description

Online safety link. Reading
& writing blogs.
Inference using Jane
Consodine skills

Slow Writing task based on
the study of refugees and
the book Malala’s Magic
Pencil

Malala’s
Magic
Pencil

The Jungle
Camp- Calais Blogs

Volcano Poetry
Reading

Colons and
semi colons.

Holes

Blog Comments
Comprehension

Inference using Jane
Consodine skills

Volcano Poetry
Inner Monologues
1st person
Present tense
Narrative

Recounts

Crime and
Punishment
Through the ages

Law and
Disorder

Road’s End

Creating back stories for characters
Use subordinate clauses to add detail or
context, including in varied positions.
Use relative clauses to add detail or
context,
. Use a wide range of sentence structures to
add interest

Emotive Language
Letter Writing

Letters from the
Lighthouse

Warning letter about the
Zika is to local residents
.

Egyptian
Comprehension

The Zika Virus

The Arrival

Song comprehension supports
the teaching of new
vocabulary, inference skills,
skimming and scanning,
explaining answers, retrieving
and sequencing. It is taught in
addition to whole class guided
reading where books and
extracts are used.

Retrieve, record and
present
information from nonfiction

The Boy in the
Tower

.

Newspapers
Diary writing
Setting Description

Figurative language
Emotive language
Biography
Jaqueline Auriol
Biographies

Flashbacks
Experimenting with
different tenses
Emotive language
Building on Historical
vocabulary

Speech writing
Setting description

Write an advertisement to
describe a new town.
Use persuasive writing and
rhetorical questions.

Titanium

Song
Comprehension

Christmas TV
advert

Big Write

Letter Writing
Narratives

Stone Age
Comp

Diary Writing
Narrative

Differentiating between
formal and informal writingFigurative language
Identifying features of Identifying features of a
informal writing including poem
contractions
Implementing ambitious
vocabulary

Fantastically Great
Women who Changed the
World

Writing a
flashback

Non-chronological reports
Persuasive writing
Promotional posters

Paragraphs used to group
related ideas
Heading/subheadings
Use of technical
vocabulary

The Boy at the The Day of the
Back of the Class
Dead
.

Poetry
Setting description using
Slow Writing
Using a text as a model for
your own writing
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Year 5 Learning Journey

Speech/dialogue – bubbles/ direct, Speech, dialogue

Recount
Figurative language focus

Inverted commas
Tenses

inverted commas, tenses

The Diving Giraffe
Advertising posters – Comparatives, superlatives, modal verbs,
parenthesis
Imaginative/narrative writing – Figurative language techniques,
expanded noun phrases, prepositions, fronted adverbials
Book Review
Comic strip including colloquial language
*explore local dialect
Instructional Writing – Adjectives, adverbs, nouns
Inference skills based on characters
Diary writing – continuing from given text
Improving text using alternative synonyms

Dialogue in narrative
writing
Play writing
Letter writing – What if
Juliet didn’t like Romeo?
Poster- superlatives,
figurative language
Romeo and Juliet
by Andrew
Matthews and Tony
Ross

Counting on
Catherine
SMSC – Raising
aspirations, racism,
prejudice,
discrimination, equal
opportunities

Writing a sequel
Explanation texts
Recounts- as postcards
Character analysis

Reading Vipers
questions

Beyond The
Lines

Diary Writing – writing in the first person, pronouns
Recount – paragraphs, sequencing, subordinate clauses
Dictionary work
Script writing and performing

Picture
analysis
using
Book Talk

.

Can You See
Me? Libby
Scott

Poetry

Campaign (railway safety)
.
Leaflet
Character profile

The Highwayman by
Alfred Noyes

The Railway
Children by
E.Nesbit

FArTHER by
Grahame BakerSmith
Victory in Europe
Reading
Comprehension
Read
Goodnight
Mr Tom

Read extract- Point,
Evidence explain
questions
What was it like for a child
evacuee? To include facts
& statistics

.

Recount
Writing an end for the story
Letter writing to author explaining ending for the story
The Prince, The Snake
The Prince, The Snake
Goodnight Mr Tom by
‘How to mummify a body.’
and The Crocodile (From
and the Crocodile
Michelle Magorian
‘Stories from Ancient
Egypt by Joyce Tyldesley)
Ancient Egyptian
Gods reading
Book Talk- Front
Headings, subheadings,
Reading Vipers
comprehension
cover analysis
Reading Vipers
parenthesis, bullet points,
questions Letter writing
Book review and
questions
commas
Comparison of
Balanced argument
book and film
Speech
Book Talk- Front
Identifying different
cover analysis
Expanded
word classes including:
Noun Phrases
adverbs, adjectives,
determiners and
prepositions.
Review the text
Stig of the Dump
The Nowhere
using Book Talk
by Clive King
Emporium
starters
Picture
Comprehe
nsion- Mr
Wolf and
Rainforest
Orangutan

Picture comprehension
supports the teaching of new, Read Stig of the Dump
inference skills and explaining
answers, retrieving

Character analysis,
inferring characters
feelings, ordering and
sequencing events,
summarising.

all of the above. Imaginative writing

Reading Vipers

Classroom SecretsRainforest
comprehension
Song comprehension supports
the teaching of new
vocabulary, inference skills,
skimming and scanning,
explaining answers, retrieving
and sequencing.

Adverbs and fronted adverbials
Inverted commas
Noun phrases and expanded noun phrases
Paragraphs
Ends with a Big Write, to include

based on going back in time to a chosen period.

Amazing Islands

Factual Islandswriting
.
Imaginary worlds- based on Islands
Persuasive writing- islands

The Fantastic Flying
Books of
Mr Morris Lessmore

The Lost
Homework

Diary Writing
Descriptive writing
Informative booklet about the
Traveller community
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Year 4 Learning Journey
7

Writing at Wood Ley has a strong emphasis on applying knowledge from the real world and the
book that we are studying. The applications and implications of grammar develop throughout
the year. The children are also exposed to a range of songs, video clips and films to inspire their
writing. Additional units will be planned throughout the year to provide meaningful
opportunities including writing about events that have happened within their locality and
worldwide. We take great pride in exposing the children to a range of authors, characters and
settings to build empathy and allow them to take inspiration from a range of authors. Where
possible, writing tasks are inspired by class novel.
Expanded noun phrases

SPaG and Subject Specific Terminology

Identifying different word
classes including: adverbs,
adjectives, determiners and
prepositions.

Past simple,
past
progressive,
past perfect
and present
perfect
tenses.

Subordinating
and coordinating
conjunctions.

Statements,
commands,
questions and
exclamations.

Differentiatin
g between
adverbials,
phrases and
clauses. .

Figurative
Language

Apostrophes
for omission
and
contractions

Parenthesis

Travel

Homophones,
homonyms and
homographs.

Study the use of
facts AND layout

Rooftoppers
Write a narrative

Use expanded
noun phrases and
adverbial phrases

Expanded noun
phrases for
description

Modal Verbs
and passive
voice
sentences.

Review the text
using taught
“Book Talk”
sentence
starters.

Greece Travel
Brochures

Greek Myths

Colons and
semi colons.

Punctuation
to avoid
ambiguity.

Children select
information from
reliable sources.
Create a travel
brochure for Greece.

Write a postcard
Review the text and discuss
from Greece
the difference between myths
and legends

Selection of
Non-Fiction
Texts

Embedded
relative
clauses

Demonstrate ALL Year Four SPaG skills

Read a variety
of haiku poems
to understand
5-7-5 structure

Create a nonfiction page
Write a calligram

Write a diary

The
Firework
Maker’s Daughter

The Works
Bill’s New
Frock

Write a haiku

Review the
text using
taught “Book
Talk” sentence
starters.

Review the text
using taught
“Book Talk”
sentence
starters.

Take part in a
debate

Write
a
.
monologue

Empowerment
.

Use expanded noun
phrases and
parenthesis

The Magic
Box
Read a variety of
free verse poems

Write a free verse
poem

Write a Science
Fiction story

The Present

Use expanded noun
phrases and
parenthesis

Animals
Use expanded Subordinate and
noun phrases relative clauses

Kensuke’s
Kingdom

Create an advert

Survivors

Charlotte’s Web

Use expanded noun phrases
and pronouns.
Write in the present perfect
tense

Write a narrative

The Lego
Story

Imperative verbs

Lloyds Bank –
The Story of the
Horse

The Sound
Collector poem

Review the text using
taught “Book Talk”
sentence starters –
inference.

Use expanded noun
phrases, parenthesis
and subordinate
clauses

Subordinate and
relative clauses
Write an
explanation
text

Write a non-fiction newspaper
report about the Lego that has
been washing up on the shores in
Use expanded
noun phrases and Cornwall after a ship’s cargo was
thrown into the sea
parenthesis

Use expanded
noun phrases and
parenthesis
Write a poem
based on ‘The
Sound Collector’
Read the text. Highlight
the use of: Inverted
commas, parenthesis and
apostrophes for omission
and possession

Water
Dance

Flotsam

Re-tell the story

Water

Write a
Review the text
newspaper
using taught
report
“Book Talk”
sentence
starters.
Preparing poems and play
scripts to read aloud and to
perform, showing
understanding through
intonation, tone, volume and
action

Edgar the Excitable
Dragon

Review the text
using taught
Write a diary
“Book Talk”
sentence
starters.

Take part in a Watch and listen to a
debate
persuasive song.
Create a persuasive
poster for a The Horse
Trust charity.

Fronted adverbials
and rhetorical
questions

Pandora

Review the text using
taught “Book Talk”
inference sentence
starters.

Read the text.
Identify how punctuation
can be used to avoid
ambiguity within the
picture book.
Design own picture book
for KS1 – biography
structure.

Write a
biography

.

Exclamation marks for
emphasis

Write a narrative
for 500 word
challenge

Review the text
using taught
“Book Talk”
sentence
starters.

Josephine
Baker

Pirates of the
Caribbean

Past simple, past
progressive, past
perfect and present
perfect tenses

Capital letters for
pronouns and
bullet points
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Imperative verbs,
rhetorical questions,
relative clauses.
Recap question marks
and exclamation marks,
commas for fronted
adverbials and relative
clauses

Year 3 Bespoke Pathway
7
Prepositions
Expanded noun phrases

Prefixes and suffixes

SPaG and Subject Specific Terminology

Identifying different word
classes including: adverbs,
adjectives, determiners and
prepositions.

Past simple,
past
progressive,
past perfect
and present
perfect
tenses.

Subordinating
and coordinating
conjunctions.

Statements,
commands,
questions and
exclamations.

Word family

Inverted commas and direct
speech

Differentiatin
g between
adverbials,
phrases and
clauses. .

Apostrophes

Homophones

Full stops
Commas
Question marks
Exclamation
marks

Paragraphing

Parenthesis

Daedalus and Icarus comprehension

The Secret of
Black Rock

Greek Mythology
Debate
Court room – defence and prosecution
and development of persuasive language
Statements, commands, questions and
exclamations.

Greek Myths
Comic Strip
fronted adverbials, expanded noun phrases,
subordinate clauses, nouns and pronouns
- Inverted commas, apostrophes for omission and possession,
dashes, commas for fronted adverbials

Explore Greek words within this text
Implement new vocabulary by
Writing s postcard from a tourist who has visited Greece.
They should explain what they have found out during their
Historical trip.
Rhetorical questions, noun phrases, adverbials

The Alchemist’s Letter

Deaf
Awareness

Email comprehension
with a retrieval focus.
Slow writing description about a reptileImperative verbs to convey urgency,
rhetorical questions, noun phrases,
relative clauses.

Nelson Comprehension
taught weekly supports
the teaching of new
vocabulary, inference
skills, skimming and
scanning, explaining
answers, retrieving and
sequencing.

Instructions for machines
Persuasive letter

Email comprehension
with a retrieval focus.
ch. to construct a persuasive letter to Mrs
Renwick about a possible fundraiser for
the deaf community
Imperative verbs to convey urgency,
rhetorical questions, noun phrases,
.
relative clauses.

Poetry (calligrams, acrostic)fronted adverbials,
expanded
noun phrases, nouns
and pronouns..

.

Tango Makes Three The Dream Giver

The Iron Man

The Iron Man

Non fiction comprehension about deforestation

Describing characters and settings

Poetry (List, free verse)- fronted adverbials, expanded noun phrases, figurative
language
.
Creating WANTED posters – descriptive language
Short recount –adverbials, subordinate clauses, relative clauses

Reading comprehension
about Palm Oil
Expose the children to new
vocabulary

Video comprehension based on Rang-tang
in my bedroom- read the book too – can
the children infer what is happening when it
is not explicitly said?

There’s a Rang-tang in
my Bedroom

Palm Oil

Persuasive piece about a chosen animal to
persuade people to try to protect it.

The Drop in
My Drink

Greta Thunberg

Non fiction comprehension about deforestation
Orangutan profiles- fronted adverbials, expanded noun
phrases, subordinate clauses, nouns and pronouns
- Inverted commas, apostrophes for omission and possession,
dashes, commas for fronted adverbials

The Rhythm of the Rain

Newspaper Report
Explore children's newspapers
Features of a newspaper
Formal tone
Noun phrases
Subordinate clauses
Inverted commas

The Lighthouse

Poetry (calligrams, acrostic)- fronted adverbials, expanded noun phrases, subordinate clauses, nouns and pronouns.
-Inverted commas, apostrophes for omission and possession, dashes for emphasis, commas after fronted adverbials and for
subordinate clauses.
Book Review- subordinating conjunctions, expanded noun phrases, commas, relative clauses, present perfect tense.
-Capital letters for pronouns, commas for fronted adverbials and subordinate clauses, inverted commas, bullet points.
Book/Author Comparison- subordinating conjunctions, expanded noun phrases, commas, relative clauses, present perfect
tense.
-Capital letters for pronouns, commas for fronted adverbials and subordinate clauses, inverted commas, bullet points.

Harriet Tubman
Black History
Recount

Timothy Mean and the Time
Machine
Narrative story- fronted adverbials, expanded noun
phrases, subordinate clauses, nouns and pronouns
- Inverted commas, apostrophes for omission and
possession, dashes, commas for fronted adverbials

Introduce key words and phrases from the Jane Considine
Resources including ‘infer’. Invite the children to use evidence
From the text to support their answers. Explain that the children
Will be required to use the taught techniques when answering
Comprehension questions this year. Model appropriate
And inappropriate responses.

Can you describe where
Timothy could go in his time
machine?

Bonfire Night
Poetry
.

Figurative language
Adjectives
Adverbs

Westlandia

Fantastic Mr Fox

Climate change poetry inspired by one of Greta
Thunberg's powerful speeches. (page 19-24)

Advertising / Poster-– imperative verbs,
rhetorical
questions, noun phrases, relative clauses
- Capital letters for pronouns, question
marks and
exclamation marks, commas for fronted
adverbials
and relative clauses

A Vibrant
Summer
Leaflets (own civilization)- subordinating conjunctions
, expanded noun phrases, commas, relative clauses, present perfect tense.
-Capital letters for pronouns, commas for fronted adverbials and
subordinate clauses, inverted commas, bullet points
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Year 3/4 Bespoke Pathway

Full stops
Commas
Question marks
Exclamation
marks

7
Prepositions
Prefixes and suffixes

Expanded noun phrases

SPaG and Subject Specific Terminology

Identifying different word
classes including: adverbs,
adjectives, determiners and
prepositions.

Consonants & vowels
Past simple,
past
progressive,
past perfect
and present
perfect
tenses.

Subordinating
and coordinating
conjunctions.

Statements,
commands,
questions and
exclamations.

Clause
Subordinate clause

Inverted commas and direct
speech
Apostrophes

Word family

Homophones

Paragraphing

Local history- learn about the green children of Woolpit
Write a recount of the story

Parenthesis

Research and describe the village of Woolpit. Design a leaflet
Advertising the amenities in the village.

Theseus and the
Minotaur

Greek Play:
Medusa

Greek Myths
Comic Strip
fronted adverbials, expanded noun phrases,
subordinate clauses, nouns and pronouns
- Inverted commas, apostrophes for omission and possession,
dashes, commas for fronted adverbials

Horses

Woolpit’s Green Children

BFG
BFG

Design your own play after
identifying the features of a playscript
Theme: Woolpit’s green children

Enrichment activity: Horse enthusiast visiting#
Write a guide to explain how to care for a horse

Mulan song Comprehension

Stories from
Around the World

Rock,
Paper, Scissors
Describing characters and settings

How to Train
Your Dragon

Nelson Comprehension
taught weekly supports
the teaching of new
vocabulary, inference
skills, skimming and
scanning, explaining
answers, retrieving and
sequencing.

Hua Mulan

.
.

How to be Extra-Ordinary
Mo Farah

Ready, Steady, Mo!

Rebel Girls
Explore the story of a Syrian refugee who
competed in the Olympics. Inspirational
swimmer.
Refugee poetry- Refugee Awareness Week

.

Advertising / Poster-– imperative verbs, rhetorical
questions, noun phrases, relative clauses
- Capital letters for pronouns, question marks and
exclamation marks, commas for fronted adverbials
and relative clauses

The Queen’s
Nose
Read The Queen’s Nose to inspire your
comprehension lessons
What would the children wish for?
Newspaper report- explaining that a
magic 50p has been found.
Character description
Story

Christmas
Poems

The Secret Garden
Secret Garden Comprehension
Describe the setting and character
Prediction- what do you think will
happen?
Noun phrases
Subordinate clauses
Ambitious vocabulary

Playscripts (monologue)- fronted adverbials, expanded noun phrases, subordinate clauses, nouns and pronouns
- Inverted commas, apostrophes for omission and possession, dashes, commas for fronted adverbials
Character profiles- fronted adverbials, expanded noun phrases, subordinate clauses, nouns and pronouns
- Inverted commas, apostrophes for omission and possession, dashes, commas for fronted adverbials

Roald Dahl
Red Riding Hood Poem

Figurative language
- similes
Adjectives
Adverbs
Rhyme

Double page spread about Mo Farah
based on research from these books and
video clips.
Full stops, fronted adverbials, rhetorical
questions, subordinate clauses,
exclamation marks, bullet points, noun
phrases and ambitious vocabulary.

Application of taught grammar
And figurative language within
A slow writing task based on musicians.
This project will also help to break social
stigmas and encourage the children not to
stereotype. They will also be encouraged to give
an explanation for their choice of adjectives.

The Stinky Cheese Man and
other Stupid Fairy Tales
Book/Author Comparison- subordinating conjunctions, expanded noun phrases, commas, relative clauses, present perfect
tense.
-Capital letters for pronouns, commas for fronted adverbials and subordinate clauses, inverted commas, bullet points.
Introduce key words and phrases from the Jane Consodine
Resources including ‘infer’. Invite the children to use evidence
From the text to support their answers. Explain that the children
Will be required to use the taught techniques when answering
Comprehension questions this year. Model appropriate
And inappropriate responses.

Book Review-the language of
a book review

Cooking with
Nadia

The Lion, The Witch and Rosa
Parks
the Wardrobe
Author Study (C.S Lewis)- subordinating conjunctions,
expanded noun phrases, commas, relative clauses, present perfect tense.
-Capital letters for pronouns, commas for fronted
adverbials and subordinate clauses, inverted commas, bullet points.

.

Design your own pudding
(draw a picture) and write
instructions to explain how
to make it.

Leaflets (puddings) subordinating conjunctions
, expanded noun phrases, commas, relative clauses, present perfect tense.
-Capital letters for pronouns, commas for fronted adverbials and
subordinate clauses, inverted commas, bullet points
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Sentence

KS1 YEAR B Bespoke Pathway

Capital letter

Pronoun
Plural noun
suffixes

Suffixes

Verbs

Clauses

Adjectives

?!.

Prefixes

SPaG and Subject Specific Terminology

2

Exclamation
Adverbs

Subordinate
Commas

Co-ordinate

Apostrophe

Statement

Command

type – recount
Features of a newspaper – headline, written in columns etc
Hot seating – member of the public watching the first flight of the Montgolfier Brother’s Balloon
Reporters – asking questions / interviewing the Montgolfier Brothers

Tensepast/present

Question

Shared reading of a newspaper article
Subject specific vocab – body of text, headline, journalist, captions etc

- days of the week / months of the year (link to newspaper report)
Adverbials – sequencing the events of the story.
- past tense

Newspaper
Report
Text type – stories
Different viewpoints
Shared planning of a new story – choosing
materials for the house to be built out of and new characters
Talk for writing – saying out loud what we want to write
Individual / small group planning of a new version
Story writing

Make a list of verbs to do with transport e.g. drive, fly,
sail, dig, steer, zoom, ride. Explore present and past tense of them.
Introduce the present and past tense in progressive form.
He jumped on the trampoline (past tense) becomes he
was jumping on the trampoline (progressive past tense)
He jumps on the trampoline (present tense) becomes he
is jumping on the trampoline (progressive present tense).

‘-er’, ‘-est’ for adjectives and ‘-s’,
‘-es’ for nouns.

Transport Dictionary
Reading non- fiction books –
how are
Text type
– the
stories (retelling)
index / glossary ordered
Text type – writing to inform
Appropriate use of present tense.
Using phonic skills to decode
Looking at features of a dictionary
Shared spelling of high frequency words e.g.
Appropriate
use of pastWriting
tense
new words e.g.
definitions of vehicles
from, dear, your,
transport specific ones
Putting in alphabetical order
Capital letter for names, places and personal pronoun
letters
Text – instructions
Sequencing
the
story
Feature / layout of letters
Appropriate use of present tense
Looking at who it’s to / from, where the address goes etc
Making a Christmas decoration
Orally retelling
then
writing
–
shared
write
incorporating features of trad story
Shared ordering of and
instructions
Shared
write of a letter replying to one of the characters in the book
Writing instructions linked to
.
Individual letter writing
photographs of the making process
Structure
of a traditional tale – beginning,
problem, resolution, ending
.
Shared planning of alternative version
The Jolly Postman
Writing own version
Imperative verbs
using finger
spaces
between words
using capital
letters and
full stops to
mark sentences

- reading and sequencing of instructions
- making alongside reading the instructions
Noun phrases
Similes
Conjunction
Subordinate clauses
- using finger spaces between words
- using capital letters and full
stops to mark sentences

Whole class reading of the letters .in the book.
Pick out new vocab specific to letters e.g. yours sincerely / faithfully, Dear….

Text type – poetry (writing to entertain)
Ordering a familiar poem – using rhyming structure to help
Writing our own poem based on Fireworks using simple
structure and adding in adjectives

Reading a book cover
I observe, I wonder, I infer

Where the Wild
Things Are
Whole class shared reading of nursery rhymes
Learning off by heart and performing to the class
Thinking about intonation and expression
Picking out ‘tricky’ and new vocab

description
- writing a ‘Wanted Poster’
based on one of the Wild
Thing characters

instructions
Appropriate use of present tense
Making a bird feeder
Shared ordering of instructions – getting ready for PE
Shared writing of instructions for making a bird feeder
before writing their own

read different stories in the Percy series, compared
features / characters that appear in the story.
- picked phrases e.g. overhanging branches
- looking at instructional text e.g. recipes, looking
- at features

Percy the Park Keeper
Reading comp – focus inference

- using finger spaces between words
- using capital letters and full stops to mark sentences
- subordinate clauses ‘because’.

Nursery Rhymes

-

Imperative verbs
Text type – stories (retelling)
- using finger spaces between words
Appropriate use of past tense
- using capital letters and full stops to mark sentences
Sequencing the story
Orally retelling and then writing – shared write incorporating features of trad story
Structure of a traditional tale – beginning, problem, resolution, ending
Shared planning of alternative version
Writing own version

The Three Little Pigs
Text types - descriptions
Descriptions – adjectives linked to the
rainbow fish and underwater scene.
Letter formation linked to alphabetical
order. Upper and lower case

.

reading and examining the features of traditional stories
using The Three Little Pigs
- joining in with repeated refrains
- using the language of traditional tales e.g. Once upon a
time, lived happily ever after
- reading comp focus - retrieval

- using finger spaces between words
- using capital letters and full stops to
mark sentences
- adverbials
- conjunctions
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rhyming story
exclamation marks

Structure of a
traditional tale –
beginning, problem,
resolution, ending
Shared planning of
alternative version

Non Fiction
Farm Animals

Six Dinner
Sid

Oi!

The Enormous
Turnip

Choosing our own animal that visits different houses and has
different meals e.g. Four Dinner Fred.

Writing our own non-fiction book about
farmyard animals (lift the flap book
to share with Foundation stage children)

Specific vocab linked to science
and growing conditions

Seed Packet
Instructions

Writing instructions
for planting seeds /
designing our
own seed packets.

Wanted
Poster

Character profile of a poisonous
plant which has escaped from the
local garden centre!

Alphabetical order.
using the contents and index

Looking at the features of non-fiction
books and including these when making
our own about ‘Materials’

Similes
Conjunction
Subordinate clauses

Jim and the
Beanstalk

Text type – to entertain – stories
- using Jim and the Beanstalk, along with
- The Enchanted Wood to explore
- imaginary worlds.

The Enchanted
Wood

Tunnel in
the Hedge

Noun phrases to describe
Exclamation marks ideas arising from a picture stimulus
I observe, I wonder, I infer
Adjectives
Noun phrases

index / contents page etc
to locate info Discussing how
the pages might be set out differently

Handwriting
Noun phrases

Noun phrases to describe
Exclamation marks
Adjectives

write our own version

Poems from
Around the World
rhymes, repeated refrains,
animals talking etc
Writing our own version of
Brown Bear

– recount
Barnaby Bear’s travels in London
– using a map to explore where he
Visited and how he got there

Retelling the story with puppets

.

joining in with repeated refrains

- adverbials
- conjunctions

.

writing what happens next to the Billy
Goats Gruff after they have crossed over the bridge.

- adverbials
- conjunctions

The Three Billy Goats Gruff
.

Reading comp – poetry based

- reading and sequencing of instructions
- making alongside reading the instructions
Appropriate use of present tense

Instructions: Christmas Decoration

writing to inform – biography

Imperative verbs, commas in a list
Text type – to entertain – stories (including retellings)
- looking at the features of traditional tales through Goldilocks
and the Three Bears, as well as, thinking about the points of
view of the different characters
order of events and predicting

One Year
with Kipper

Goldilocks

Text type – to entertain
- exploring the months of
- the year and the seasons

- adverbials
- conjunctions

using the language of traditional
tales e.g. Once upon a time
biography
Hot seating
Neil Armstrong

Handwriting
Noun phrases

Body Poems
using a ?

Performing

using finger spaces
- using capital letters and full stops
- adverbials
- conjunctions

Funny Bones

Text type – to entertain, retelling
-. looking at rhymes and predictable phrases

Reading comp about transport

Modelling how to hold a book,
turn the pages, looking at punctuation
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Revisit gaps identified from the assessment)
Writing captions, labels, sentences.
Mermaid name labels.
Sea creature labelling.
Sea creature poetry.

Lists.
Labelling treasure maps.
Sentence writing.
Postcard writing.
ENHANCEMENT dress up day
Creating own pirate stories
based on the Pirate Pete book.
Hot seating.

Commotion in the Ocean

Handa’s
Surprise

Phase 4

Father’s
Day Cards
Puppet story telling.
Story sequencing and Pie Corbett style story map with labels.
Writing story picture sentences.
Guided writing group sessions.
Writing a bean diary.

Shared reading. Joining in with repeated phrases.
Making up own stories (orally) with their own twist on it.
Fruit labelling.
Caption/sentence writing about fruit tasting.
* Look at photos to magnify the diversity of the continent
Africa to ensure stereotypes are not made.

Writing in cards

Easter

Jack and the Beanstalk

ENCHANCEMENT – cooking bread.
Instruction writing.
Story writing for some chn in
guided/supported sessions.
Modelled/shared activities.
CVC/sentence writing.
Speech bubbles “I will help”.
ENHANCEMENT incubate eggs
writing diaries

ENHANCEMENT – various pet visitors
(tortoise, dog, rabbit, lizard, snake).
Create class non-fiction information
.
book about
tortoises. Asking questions.
Letter writing.

Revisit PHASE 3

Little Red Hen

ARthurs
Pets

Mrs Armitage on Wheels

Revisit PHASE 3

Focus in instructional language. First, then, next. You must, You need. etc.
Reading labels and captions
.

er ur igh
air ear ure
Writing lists.
Pie Corbett story map.
Oral re-telling.
Drama/role play with
real box etc.
oa oi oo
ai ar ow

Shared reading of big books.
Speech bubbles discussed.
Various other texts by same author shared.
Re-tell story orally.
CVC word writing –labelling pictures.
Thank you card writing.

ch sh th
ee or ng

Read book together modelling
reading strategies.
Character discussion.
Poster layout discussed.
Shared caption writing.
Initials sounds and
supported CVC word
writing focus.

The Nativity
Story

This is the Bear

Whatever Next

Reading poster
together.
Modelling
stopping at
full stops.
Firework poems
shared.

Castle
Theme

Phase 4 -Polysyllabic words

ENHANCEMENT – real bikes brought
in and roller skates to stimulate writing ideas.
Labelling pictures.
Orally
thinking of alternative
.
endings and story extensions.

Non-fiction
layout and
features.
Initial sounds
and supported
CVC word writing
focus.

Non-fiction focus about castles.
Heading, labels, captions, contents all shared.
Create own class non-fiction book.
ENHANCEMENT – dressing up kings’ and queens’ day
– letter writing., banquet list writing.

The Hungry Caterpillar

Phase 4
CVCC and CCVC words

Vocabulary
focus
meaning of
words

Phonics Assessment
Share various castle themed stories.

Non-fiction life cycle labelling.
Writing CVC words and sentences.
Story writing in guided sessions for some chn.

Pig in the Pond
CVCC and CCVC words

Pirate Theme

Pirate Pete

Story sequencing.
Orally re-telling the story.

Writing story picture sentences.
Guided writing group sessions.
Sentence order and un-jumble.
Scaffolded sentence writing.
Shared reading of text. Predicting skills

List writing.
Labelling
Instruction writing “walk the plank”.
ENHANCEMENT Lost pirate Pete
video challenges.
Non-fiction information shared reading.
Features discussed.

Spellings begin – letter formation,

Various versions of same Moving on to word writing and tricky words.
story shared. Readings strategies modelled.
Recipe reading for cooking.

Shared and modelled reading.
Shared reading of big book.
Strategies shared.

Tracking text.
Predicting and inferring skills from pictures.
Speech marks and speech bubbles.
Caption writing.
ENHANCEMENT – owl visit from Stonham Barns.

z zz y qu

Owl Babies

Firework Theme

Diwali

l ll ss

Phase 3

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt

Elmer

jvwx

ENHANCEMENT – trip to Wolsey theatre (focus story could change each year).
Reflecting on story/play that we have seen. Discuss characters, setting and plot.

Name writing.
Pencil grip.
Letter formation.
Using puppet/figures/small world tray to re-tell story orally.
ENHANCEMENT walk to woods to re-tell and share the story.

h b f ff

Label writing.
Name writing.
Pencil grip
Letter formation.
Non –fiction discussion – elephants

Revisit and assess

Arthur’s Dreamboat

How to handle a book,
turning pages, listening
skills, share an interest
in our favourite stories.

On-Entry
Phase 2

gock
e u r ck
Shared reading of text (on-going every week).
Story sequencing and re-telling.
Discussing characters (linked to PSHE)
Hot seating.

Story sequencing.
Pie Corbett story map created.
Using repetitive story language.
Shared reading of big book – tracking text.
Joining in with repeated phrases from the text.

Writing Phonics Reading

satp

Writing our names
Pencil grip
Letter formation
ALL AUTUMN TERM = Jedi letters
and dough gym for identifies groups.

